Evidence for lasting sequence segmentation in the discrete sequence-production task.
It is well known that movement sequences are initiated and executed more slowly as they become longer. Those effects of sequence length, which have been found to lessen with practice, have been attributed to the development of a single motor chunk that represents the entire sequence. But an increasingly efficient distribution of programming can also explain the effects. To examine the mechanisms underlying skill in executing keying sequences, the authors examined the performance of participants (N = 18) who practiced a discrete sequence-production task involving fixed sequences of 3 and 6 key presses. Detailed examination of the effects of extensive practice, of regularities in key pressing order, and of a preceding choice RT task on the production of those sequences showed that most participants executed the 6-key sequence as 2 or more successive segments and continued to do so in the various conditions. The preceding choice RT task restored the sequence-length effect in latency that had disappeared with practice. The present results suggest that practice induces the development of motor chunks, each representing a short segment, and with longer sequences a control scheme for concatenating the motor chunks. Segmentation of longer sequences appeared to be concealed by individual segmentation differences unless there were regularities that imposed a common segmentation pattern.